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T h e i r r e p o r t f o l l o w s : 
THE IMPORTANCE OF A COST SYSTEM 
When the Federal Trade Commission issued their pamphlet called " Funda-
mentals of a Cost System for Manufacturers," it was accompanied by a 
letter written by Mr. Edward N. Hurley, Chairman. As this Commission is a 
government organization with no prejudices for or against cost systems, the 
following quotation from the letter is of interest: 
"The Federal Trade Commission has found that an amazing 
number of manufacturers, particularly the smaller ones, have no 
adequate system for determining their costs, and price their 
goods arbitrarily. It is evident that there must be improvement 
in this direction before competition can be placed upon a sound 
economic basis." 
This statement confirms what accountants have known in a general way 
for a long time. The objections to installing a cost system are many but are 
seldom well founded. There are, however, numerous good reasons why 
the manufacturer should know the cost of his product. Many of these are so 
well stated in the Federal Trade Commission's pamphlet that we quote from 
it again: 
"There are a number of objections in the minds of business 
men who have not installed cost systems, to taking the matter up. 
One of these is the feeling that exists in the minds of so many, that 
their business is unique and different from any other, and that no 
system could be devised which would give them true costs. It is un-
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questionably true that some lines of manufacture lend themselves 
more readily to the installation of a cost system than others, but 
it is also true that no line of manufacture is so complicated that a 
system cannot be devised which will give reasonably accurate 
results. The most common objection is that of the cost of installa-
tion, and the expense of operating. Many manufacturers are of 
the opinion that a cost system means an interminable amount of 
detail and red tape and the assistance of a number of extra clerks. 
It is true in many cases that some extra labor may be required, 
but not to the extent that the manufacturer fears. There is, in 
nearly every office that is not systematized, sufficient unnecessary 
work done to cut the extra work down to a minimum, and in fact 
in some cases where an office has been systematized, it has not 
been necessary to employ extra help at all. If the manufacturer 
will look upon the cost system as an investment which he expects 
to produce for him a fair return, in the same manner that an in-
vestment in improved machinery would, the objection as to expense 
is not a valid one. Other business men are of the opinion that 
they do not need a cost system because they know what their 
goods cost. They may, and a number of men do, have an approxi-
mate idea of what their goods cost, but in a large number of 
instances this supposed knowledge is based on foremen's guesses 
in advance as to the time necessary to do work, or as to the time 
spent on the work after it is done. Guess work is unsafe and poor 
business practice. Formerly the necessity for the determination 
of true manufacturing costs was not as imperative as it is to-day. 
Margins between costs and selling prices in most lines were larger. 
Costs could be ignored, except in a general way, and a good return 
still be made on the investment. But to-day, margins of profit 
in most lines of trade are very much narrower than formerly, and 
the necessity for the most efficient management and closest analysis 
is felt as never before. It is necessary to-day for the business 
man's success that he know on what articles he is making a profit 
and on what he is incurring a loss. Competitive conditions are 
seriously disturbed where losses on one or more articles are re-
covered by profits on other articles. It is obvious that a manufac-
turer should not only know the cost of every article that he manu-
factures, but that he should see that every article manufactured 
bears its proper share of the factory and general overhead. Most 
manufacturing plants have grown to a size which render personal 
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supervision impossible. The only reliable way, therefore, by 
which an executive can judge of the efficiency of an organization, 
is through a system of periodical statistical reports. These reports 
can only be accurately obtained when a good cost system is in 
operation. New methods are being introduced and improved 
machinery installed in the factory every day, with a view of 
reducing costs either by the elimination of waste or by increasing 
efficiency. It is impossible to know whether the introduction of 
these improvements will reduce costs unless the manufacturer 
knows not only what his total cost is, but exactly what items make 
up the total. Items of cost are frequently lost track of when the 
total only is considered, while if these items were properly segre-
gated so as to show what they were, they could be materially 
reduced, and in some instances eliminated altogether." 
A few years ago the Miller & Franklin Company devised a uniform cost 
system for the Machine Tool Builders' Association. They have devised many 
such systems and have come into contact with a large number of manufacturers, 
and a great variety of products. The argument presented by them in the 
manual for the Machine Tool Builders' Association is, therefore, interesting and 
your committee has taken the liberty of reproducing it here. 
"The day will come when no manufacturer who desires 
permanent and growing success can have that success without 
a complete and accurate cost system, and such a system will be 
as essential in the business of manufacture as a good superintendent 
and a good organization and good workmen. Any manufacturer 
who once gets a practical and accurate cost system never considers 
doing without it nor begrudges the money he spent in getting 
it nor the money spent in maintaining it. These statements 
will not appeal to the manufacturer without such a system. The 
reasons such a statement does not appeal to the manufacturer 
without a complete cost system are manifest. The strongest one 
is that he has not got a system and has been operating without 
one right along and making money, at least, some money, and so 
the cost system has not seemed an essential to his success. It 
is easy to get along without the things we don't appreciate, but 
how often does it happen that a manufacturer buys a new tool, 
and when it has gotten into good operation, and he discovers 
how much better and cheaper the work is, he says, 'I don't know 
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how I got along without that tool,' and so it is with every manu-
facturer who gets a dependable cost system. He does not see how 
he got along without it, and he does see what he lost by not having 
it earlier. But the manufacturer who never had it does not see its 
advantages because he has never enjoyed them. Why spend 
money in this direction when he could put in new tools or some 
permanent asset, is the question he asks himself. To those who 
have a good cost system, the answer is plain. That the invest-
ment, if rightly made, will net more than a new tool in equal cost, 
but it takes not a little courage to spend the money, and a year at 
least after starting, before beginning to get the benefits, and 
these two reasons coupled with the fact that the number of people 
who can really produce an effective and economical system is 
not large, have been very potent in keeping many manufacturers 
from getting a right cost system. But it pays in actual profits 
to know your costs, and those who most quickly get a right 
system are farthest to the front in competition, and surest of 
their profits. And how much it stands to reason that all of this 
should be true. Can there be any real comparison as to the re-
sults obtained between two men of equal ability, one of whom 
knows just what is happening in his plant, and can pick out the 
bad things and concentrate his corrective ability on them; and 
the other of whom has to depend on his judgment and luck? The 
cost system offers the same man who now depends on his judg-
ment and his best men, the facts of the case to help, without in 
any way taking away his original judgment and his best men. 
There are a good many manufacturers who think and talk as if 
they had a cost system, and we have no desire to belittle their 
efforts at all, but rather point out the danger to them in the use of 
the figures they obtain by any method of costs where they are not 
able to prove that the figures of labor and the figures of material 
and the figures of expense they use are correct. Otherwise with 
the optimism born of the American method of manufacture and 
the pressure due to competition, they will make prices that leave 
themselves without fair profit at the end of the year, and through 
which they become a menace to their competitors' profits. The 
great difficulty in discussing the cost system with manufacturers 
is to get them to seriously consider the possibility that the system 
they have is susceptible of any practical improvement and if 
they have not covered all desirable points, to get them to believe 
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that if they do change their methods to cover these points, they 
will discover that the result is quite different from what they 
expected it would be, and that they really do not possess the 
ability to get a near cost, and estimate to cover the remaining 
points." 
The system presented here for the Grinding Wheel Manufacturers is a 
simple one. In a few instances two methods of accomplishing the same pur-
pose are given. In such cases one method will be found to give more detail than 
the other, but either will produce satisfactory results. 
Much of the data necessary for the operation of this system is undoubtedly 
being collected by grinding wheel manufacturers already. There are few man-
ufacturers indeed who do not possess a payroll and ledger, and it is assumed 
that the grinding wheel manufacturer is as well provided with these two im-
portant books as the average. If the information furnished by these books is 
used as recommended a large advance in the right direction will have been made, 
and very little, if any more, labor required. 
It is not necessary to install all features of this system at once. In fact 
it is much better if it is installed in sections as it is then possible to see that 
one part is in good working order before another is started. 
As so little labor is necessary to complete the arrangement of the ledgers 
so that a monthly loss and gain statement and balance sheet can be made, it is 
recommended that they be started first. The cost percentage of list value can 
be found by using the figures in the loss and gain statement. Later the payroll 
can be analyzed and statements issued to the foremen and finally the system 
for getting the cost of individual orders can be started. 
Attention is called to the importance of always using the figures taken 
from the ledgers, as represented by the monthly loss and gain statement. It 
is absolutely necessary to absorb all of the expense of conducting the business 
in the individual costs, and this can only be made certain by taking the figures 
from the books of account. Too many people are inclined to estimate certain 
factors in cost calculation, but this makes the result merely guess work, and 
practically of no value. 
It is important that the installation of this system be placed in charge of 
one who is well versed in the fundamentals of cost accounting as well as general 
accounting. In fact the same person should have charge of both, as they are 
so closely allied that it is impossible to separate them satisfactorily. The 
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ordinary bookkeeper or clerk might have the ability to learn accounting in time, 
but the chances are that if either were given the responsibility of installing a 
cost system it would be considered a failure, regardless of its merits, long before 
the person who had charge of the work could possibly become proficient. It 
is, therefore, very important that the right person be selected at the start. 
The system outlined, we believe, can be applied to all grinding wheel 
plants. It may be that in some factories several of the operating departments 
mentioned in the following pages are combined in one. In such cases satis-
factory results will be obtained if the combination is treated as one depart-
ment and a departmental overhead expense percentage established for it. 
As long as the principles outlined in this report are followed, any slight differ-
ence in the physical arrangement of the various factories will make no differ-
ence in the final result. The factory general, administrative and selling expenses 
can be distributed in the manner recommended, regardless of the physical 
arrangement of the factory, as this is a question of ledger arrangement and 
accounting practice. This system is not an experiment; it has been in use for 
years, and represents the best practice of the three companies represented by 
the committee, so that without a doubt it will be successful in similar indus-
tries, if it is rightly managed. Many of the uniform cost systems now in use 
were designed by professional accounting firms. In such cases it is customary 
for the author to install the system for the concern that adopts it. The system 
set forth here was designed by accountants regularly employed, so that it 
would be impossible for them to take the time to introduce it into other plants. 
The committee stands ready, however, to help those who are interested, and 
would advise any one who does not thoroughly understand the report to cor-
respond with the committee concerning any question which may arise. 
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ELEMENTS OF A COST SYSTEM 
The elements of a cost system are divided as follows: 
First: Material 
By material is meant only that material which becomes part of the finished 
product. 
Second: Direct Labor 
By direct labor is meant only that labor which can be rightly charged 
into the cost of some order number which is used to designate a particular lot 
of wheels or grain in process of manufacture. 
Third: Departmental Expense 
Departmental expense covers the numerous charges that are necessary 
to maintain direct labor in the operation of manufacture. Some of the items 
included under this caption are indirect labor, repairs, small tools and supplies 
used in the departments. 
Fourth: General Expense 
General expense includes factory expenses which do not apply to specific 
departments, administrative expenses and selling expenses. Administrative 
expenses include such items as general office salaries, legal expenses, manage-
ment salaries, postage, cash discount on sales, excess profits, capital stock, 
income and franchise taxes. Selling expenses include such items as transpor-
tation charges on sales, advertising, store expense, salesmen's salaries and expenses. 
These four elements of cost must cover every expenditure for manufac-
turing and selling plus a reasonable amount for depreciation of plant. The money 
spent for assets such as buildings, machinery, land, and inventory which includes 
goods in process, finished and raw materials on hand, are capital charges and 
should not be included in the cost of manufacture. 
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MANUFACTURING ORDER 
A form similar to No. 1 is necessary when giving specifications to the 
factory regarding an order. The front view of this form shows that it is used 
as a shipping order as well as a manufacturing order. It is issued by the Order 
department, and only one item is written on each form. This form accompanies 
the goods through the works, and finally becomes a record of shipment which 
goes to the Billing department for billing. Usually four or five carbon copies 
are made of this order in addition to the original. These copies are filed in 
various ways in the office, and one of them usually goes to the salesman in 
the territory from which the order was received. 
The reverse side of this form is shown as No. 2, and is a complete record 
of the operations through which the goods pass, the dates on which the opera-
tions were finished, and the quantities finished and rejected. The operations 
are checked, rejections noted, initials of the workman entered, and notations 
made by the timekeeper showing whether the work was done by the day or 
by the piece, or at a special price. 
Another form is shown as No. 3, and the reverse side as No. 4. This is 
used for the same purpose as forms Nos. 1 and 2, but the forms differ in that 
form No. 1 provides for the name and address of the customer, while form 
No. 3 does not show the name or address of the customer. In using this form 
it is necessary to have a master form, which is shown as No. 5. This gives 
the name and address of the customer, and is kept in the Assembling, or Shipping 
Room, until form No. 3 arrives there with the goods. The master form is 
then placed with form No. 3 and the wheels. If the order is complete, both 
forms are so marked, the shipping order becoming the record of shipment from 
which the bill is made, and the shop order going to the Cost department for 
their checking and records. If only a partial shipment is made, a partial shipping 
order is sent to the Billing department and the original returned to the As-
sembling department. Here it is held until the remainder of the order arrives 
from the factory. 
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Form 1—Size 7" x 11" 
Form 2—Size 7" x 11' 
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Form 3—Size 7¼" x 9½" 
MATERIAL COST 
The materials under this classification are grain and bonding materials. 
Whether purchased or manufactured, grain should be charged to the Grain 
Account and when used by the Mixing Department, a record of the weight of 
the grain used should be made by the clerk or timekeeper and a report made to 
the Cost Department every day. At the end of the month the total quantity 
used should be determined by the Cost Department and a voucher issued to 
the bookkeeper's office charging the Grain Used Account or Work in Process 
Account and crediting the Grain Account. The bonding clay should be charged 
to the Bonding Materials Used Account or Work in Process Account as it is 
ground or prepared. This is suggested because it is not customary to grind 
very much in excess of the quantity actually required, and it is simpler than 
having the Mixing Department keep track of the amount actually weighed out. 
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Form 4—Size 7¼" x 9½" 
The value of clay is not very great so that it is just as satisfactory as though 
the exact weight of clay used were known. The amount ground should be re-
ported to the Cost Department every day or week by the Bond Department and 
at the end of the month a voucher issued to the bookkeeper's office charging the 
Bonding Materials Used or Work in Process Account, and crediting the Bonding 
and Bushing Materials Account. 
Shellac, rubber, silicate of soda and any other bonding materials, together 
with lead for bushing purposes should be charged to the Bonding and Bushing 
Materials Account when bought and a record of the quantities used sent to the 
Cost Department daily or weekly, by the user. At the end of the month the 
quantities used during the period are charged to the Bonding Materials Used 
Account or the Work in Process Account, and credited to the Bonding and 
Bushing Materials Account. 
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Form 5—Size 9¼" x 12¼" 
Form 6—Size 7" x 15 5/8" 
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Form 7—Size 2 11/16" x 7" Form 8—Size 2 11/16" x 7" 
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Form 9—Size 5¼" x 9" 
It is not necessary to charge the material used to every individual order. A 
chart can be prepared giving the weights of the various sizes of wheels in the dry 
or burned state, and when individual costs are being calculated, these charts 
can be used for determining the weight. As the proportion of grain and bond 
is known, the weight of both can readily be ascertained from this chart. 
Form No. 6 shows a form suitable for the report of grain used. Any simple 
form can be used for clays and other bonds. 
LABOR COSTS 
Labor costs are divided into two parts known as direct labor, and indirect 
labor. Direct labor is that labor which can be rightly charged to the cost of 
some order number represented in the manufacture of wheels or grain. Indirect 
labor consists of labor which cannot be directly charged to an order number 
represented in the manufacture of wheels or grain. It consists of wages paid 
the foremen and assistants, clerks, truckers, sweepers, and so forth. 
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Form 10—Size 7¼" x 9' 
It is recommended that all manufacturers use a time recorder for the pur-
pose of registering the time of coming and going of employes. The record should 
be known as the master record, form 7, and it would be used by the Payroll 
Department for the purpose of checking the total time that each employe worked 
on different operations of both direct and indirect labor. 
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Form 11—Size 12¼" x 13" 
The time spent on the various operations should be registered on a special 
card by the time recorder or written by hand on the ordinary time card by the 
clerk or timekeeper. These cards should give the order number and the operation, 
if the work is direct labor on an order, or the classification number if the work is 
known as indirect labor. If the work is done by the piece the record of pieces 
should be made by the clerk and checked by the inspector. At the end of the 
week the total time shown by the day work cards can be deducted from the time 
shown by the master record, the balance being the time spent on piecework, 
if it is desirable to determine the rate earned by the operator on piecework. 
Form No. 8 shows a suitable time recorder card for day work. Form No. 9 
shows a suitable card for piecework. Form No. 10 shows a record of the time 
worked that can be made by the clerk of the department. This record shows 
all of one man's work for the day, while form No. 8 gives all the time spent 
on one job for a week. Form No. 9 also gives the record for a week. 
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It is not necessary to register the time on each order if the work is done by 
the piece, but if it is done by the day it is necessary to know how much time was 
spent on each order, as these records of day work are used in calculating the 
cost of wheels. If the work is done by the piece the rates which are known 
to the cost keeper are used. 
There are several operations which it is impossible to charge directly to 
each order, namely those in the 
Mixing Department 
Kiln Department 
Grading Department 
Inspecting Department 
Packing Department 
Wheel Stock Room 
Testing Department 
In the Mixing Department the list value of the wheels mixed is found 
and the percentage of labor on list value calculated, or the labor cost per ton of 
abrasives mixed is determined. For the Kiln Department the labor cost per 
cubic inch of contents, or the labor cost percentage of list value of wheels burned 
is used. 
For the Grading, Inspecting and Packing Departments and Wheel Stock 
Room, the labor cost percentage of list value of goods shipped is used, or a 
record of the list value of the goods worked on for each of these operations can 
be kept and the labor cost percentage based on it. This method takes a little 
more time but gives a more accurate result. 
In the Testing Department a periodical study should be made of the time 
taken to test wheels of various sizes and a chart prepared showing the labor 
cost to test each size. Costs shown by this chart can be used on, the cost sheets 
until revised. 
Another method is to keep a record of the list value tested and distribute the 
labor cost of testing as a percentage of list. 
The labor unit determined by the various methods mentioned is used on 
the cost sheet. 
The operations through which the goods pass are noted on the reverse side 
of the order form, which is shown as form No. 2, by the timekeeper when he 
gives out day work cards or records piecework. The labor records are sent to the 
office by the clerk or timekeeper daily or weekly as desired. The record of the 
number of hours spent on day work as well as piecework should be checked with 
the master clock card in order to make sure that all time is accounted for. 
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The payroll is then written up and the total amount determined. After 
the payroll is finished it is analyzed into direct and indirect labor. The following 
are the department labor accounts which should be opened on the ledger and 
the operations in each department known as direct labor and indirect labor. 
The local conditions in some plants may not permit of the arrangement of direct 
and indirect labor accounts as shown. In some instances it may be desirable to 
include some operations under other departments than those given. In such 
cases it is permissible to do so, providing the charges are absorbed according 
to the principles outlined. 
Direct Labor Indirect Labor 
Bonding Department Labor 
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Shoveling Clay, Grinding Clay, Sifting, Mix-
ing and Trucking Bond. 
Wages of Foreman, Assistants, Clerks, Sweep-
ers, etc. 
Shellac Wheel Department Labor 
Rolling and Pressing Wheels, weighing ma-
terial, setting, firing and drawing, grinding 
material. 
Breaking in men, inventory, wages of foreman, 
assistants, clerks and sweepers. 
Silicate Wheel Department Labor 
Weighing and mixing materials, moulding, 
setting, firing and drawing. 
Plaster batts, breaking in men, inventory, 
wages of foreman, assistants, clerks, sweepers, 
etc. 
Rubber Wheel Department Labor 
Weighing and mixing materials, moulding, 
setting, firing and drawing. 
Breaking in men, wages of foreman, assistants, 
clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Moulding Department Labor 
Moulding or pressing, weighing, sifting, mix-
ing materials and shaving or cutting out 
centers. 
Plaster batts, breaking in men, inventory, 
wages of foremen, assistants, clerks, sweepers 
and truckers. 
Mixing Department Labor 
Rigging moulds, weighing material, filling 
machines, pouring, trucking or carrying 
wheels to first dry room and from first dry 
room to Shaving Department. 
Plaster batts, sifting shavings, breaking in 
men, taking inventory, wages of foremen, 
assistants, clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Shaving Department Labor 
Shaving, Carrying wheels to second dry room. Plaster batts, breaking in men, inventory, 
wages of foremen, clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Kiln Department Labor 
Setting, firing and drawing, cleaning wheels, 
marking and sorting. 
Clay samples, inventory, wages of foremen, 
clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Batt and Sagger Department Labor 
This department is operated as a separate 
department. The labor is treated as though 
it were indirect labor of the Kiln Department. 
The operations are as follows: making batts, 
saggers and firebrick, setting, firing and draw-
ing batts and saggers, making snakes. Wages 
of foreman, assistants, clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Finishing Department Labor 
Siding, facing, speed tests, bushing and trim-
ming lead. 
Balancing, breaking in men, cutting down 
wheels and enlarging holes, wages of foremen, 
assistants, clerks, sweepers, etc. 
Grading Department Labor 
Grading, marking, stamping. Taking inventory, wages of foremen, clerks, 
sweepers, etc. 
Inspection Department Labor 
Inspecting. Wages of foremen, assistants, clerks, sweepers, 
truckers, etc. 
Packing Department Labor 
Packing, blottering, boxing and stencilling 
wheels. 
Wages of foremen, assistants, clerks, cleaners, 
sweepers, etc. 
Wheel Stock Room Labor 
Handling stock and selecting wheels. Taking inventory, wages of foremen, clerks, 
sweepers, etc. 
Form No. 11 shows the payroll. Form No. 12 shows how the payroll analysis is made for 
one department for a month. 
DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSE 
This form of expense is that incurred in the various manufacturing de-
partments. Accounts correspond to the labor accounts and should be opened in 
the ledger under the following captions: 
Bonding Department Expense 
Shellac Wheel Department Expense 
Silicate Wheel Department Expense 
Rubber Wheel Department Expense 
Moulding Department Expense 
Mixing Department Expense 
Shaving Department Expense 
Kiln Department Expense 
Finishing Department Expense 
Grading Department Expense 
Inspection Department Expense 
Packing Department Expense 
Wheel Stock Room Expense 
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The following are some of the items which are chargeable to these accounts. 
The list is not complete and is only given to illustrate the character of the ex-
penses chargeable to the departmental accounts. 
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Shovels 
Scoops 
Brooms 
Oil 
Waste 
Scales 
Cans 
Repairs to Machinery 
New Moulds 
Renewals and Repairs to Moulds 
Sieves 
Mixing Pans 
Small Tools 
Plates 
Arbors 
Fuel 
Paper 
Twine 
Stationery 
Belt Dressing 
Plaster of Paris for Making Plaster 
Batts 
Galvanized Iron Rings 
Templets 
Straight Edges 
Iron Batts 
Unloading Quartz 
Fire Brick and Sand for Repairs 
Carbons 
Bortz 
Cutters 
Dressers 
Shavings 
Sawdust 
Unloading Sawdust 
Blotters 
Tags 
Boxes 
Nails 
Screws 
Glue 
New Belting 
Renewal of Belting 
A form for collecting departmental expenses and determining the depart-
mental expense percentage is shown as No. 13. This form shows the determina-
tion of the departmental expense of one department for one month. 
The departmental expense is determined in the following manner: The 
total direct labor for the department is taken from the payroll analysis. The 
indirect labor is also taken from the payroll analysis, and expenses from the 
service departments, such as repairs, supplies from stores, and other charges 
found in the departmental expense account are then noted and the total ob-
tained. The percentage of this total to the direct labor represents the depart-
mental overhead expense for the month (see form No. 13). If desirable, the 
determination of departmental expenses for all departments can be made on 
one sheet as is shown by form No. 14. 
It will be noted that if the direct labor and the indirect labor for one depart-
ment are added together, the amount will be the same as the total shown by the 
payroll for the period, and that the direct labor and indirect labor for all pro-
ducing departments added together will give the total payroll as shown by the 
loss and gain statement for departmental labor for the month. 
Form 12—Size 15" x 18" 
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GENERAL EXPENSE 
General expense is divided into three groups. The first is called Factory 
General Expense and consists of the manufacturing expenses which cannot be 
charged directly against a department. These expenses are distributed over the 
direct labor of all departments added together. Form No. 15 shows the accounts 
which are considered under the classification of factory general expense as well 
as the method of distributing them over the direct labor. 
The second and third divisions embrace the administrative and selling ex-
penses. These are distributed on the basis of total manufacturing cost. The 
cost of materials, departmental labor, departmental expenses and factory 
general expenses are all added together and the percentage of that total repre-
sented by the administrative and selling expenses is applied on the cost sheet 
to the total factory cost. The accounts given under these two classifications 
together with the method of applying the percentage is shown by forms No. 16 
and No. 17 and 18. Particular attention is called to the method of distributing gen-
eral expenses over departments or classifications of labor. This is because in some 
factories more than one class of goods is made, and the sale of them is treated 
somewhat differently from the sale of other goods. Where this is the case, some 
of the expenses may apply to one class of goods and others to another class, 
and some of them to all classes. Therefore the percentage of expense would vary. 
This method is plainly shown by forms No. 17 and No. 18. 
Attention is also called to the various accounts classified under adminis-
trative and selling expenses, and to the fact that the total of these expenses is 
taken from the loss and gain statement for the period. In this way all expenses 
are absorbed, and when the cost sheet is finished, every order bears its pro-
portionate share of all the expenses of the business. 
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COST SHEET 
The data for the cost sheet is obtained as follows: 
The material used is taken from the chart mentioned previously, which gives 
the weight of dry or burned wheels. It is divided according to the proportion 
of grain and bond. A charge to cover the reclaiming of shavings is included, and 
this labor is the last item in the section of the sheet devoted to labor and direct 
expense. The other labor charges are taken from the labor tickets if day work, 
and the piecework price cards if the work was done by the piece. There are some 
exceptions as in the case of those operations the cost of which are determined 
in another manner as described under labor costs, page 19. The operations 
through which the goods passed are shown by the manufacturing order form 
No. 2. The direct or departmental overhead expenses are included by applying 
the percentage on direct labor for every department. To determine the factory 
general expense, apply the factory general expense percentage on the total direct 
labor represented by the wheels on the order. The administrative and selling ex-
penses are applied at last as a percentage on the total factory cost. The depart-
mental expense percentages, the factory general expense percentages, and the 
administrative and selling expense percentages are taken from forms No. 13, 15, 
17 and 18 or 14. 
Rejections are determined by the percentage of rejected wheels to good 
wheels produced. In order to know what the rejections are in each department, 
it is necessary to keep a production report and also a record of wheels rejected. 
Since the cost sheet shown as form No. 19 represents only the number of wheels 
finished and the labor and material charges are only the amounts required 
for the finished product, a percentage representing the rejections must be added 
to the labor in order to account for the rejections that were made during the 
process. 
Another form of cost sheet is shown as No. 20. This form at the start 
provides for the quantity of material that is required for the total number of 
wheels to be mixed, and if rejections are made, the cost absorbs them. That is 
to say, if a dozen wheels are started and only ten are finished, the cost of the 
twelve wheels will be carried to the point where rejections take place. The 
cost of the following operations will be calculated on the number of good wheels 
remaining, and so on, until the final number of wheels which finish satisfactorily 
is known. The total cost would be divided by the number of good wheels, which 
would give the cost of each wheel, including its share of the cost of those re-
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Form 25—Size 5" x 9¾" 
jected during the process of manufacture. This cost sheet is made in such a way 
that the current cost as well as the former cost for similar wheels can be placed 
side by side for comparative purposes. 
The character of some wheels is such that the losses are very large and in 
all such cases the latter method of accounting for rejections should be used. 
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When the cost has been determined a record is made on a 4 x 6" card for the 
use of the Sales Department, form No. 21. The detailed cost sheets remain in 
the Cost Department filed numerically. The cost is also entered on a permanent 
record card which is filed in the Cost Department according to the size of wheels 
and subsequent costs of wheels of the same size are entered upon it for compara-
tive purposes, see form No. 22. 
NORMAL COST vs. CURRENT COST 
When the cost of a lot of wheels is required it is always well to consider the 
purpose for which it is wanted. If it is for the purpose of estabhshing a list 
price from which the net selling price is to be determined, the normal cost 
should be found as nearly as possible. Labor costs do not change much so that 
it is always safe to use current labor costs, but departmental, factory general, 
administrative and selling expense percentages vary accordingly as the factory 
is operating at capacity or otherwise. Overhead expenses are never reduced 
in the same proportion as orders during lean years, nor do they increase in the 
same proportion when business is unusually good, therefore the expense per-
centages are higher or lower than normal accordingly. If the normal cost is 
desired it is necessary to use an overhead percentage which represents the 
average of good and bad periods, usually four or five years. If it is desired to 
know the cost of a lot of wheels at the time they are made the current depart-
mental, factory general, administrative and selling expense percentages must 
be used. 
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 
In many grinding wheel factories there are several departments which 
for the purposes of this report can be called service departments. These are 
the machine shop, carpenter shop, pipe shop, electrical department, and so 
forth. These departments make repairs for the various producing departments, 
and often build machines or do construction work which properly increases the 
value of the plant. Orders are issued for repairs on a requisition shown as 
form No. 23. This form is issued in duplicate, one copy going to the Service 
Department, the other being retained by the department for which the work 
is done. Before the work is started the proper standing order number, repre-
senting a departmental expense account, is entered upon it by the Cost De-
partment. The labor and material required is charged to the standing order 
number. If machinery or additions to the factory are to be built, a construc-
tion order is issued by the Cost Department. This is shown as form No. 24, 
and is issued in as many copies as are required. One copy, the large sheet, form 
No. 25, is kept in the office, and as charges for labor and material are sent to 
the Cost Department, they are recorded on this large sheet which remains in 
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the Cost Department until the work is finished. As soon as it is finished, the 
cost is determined, and the order closed. The method of getting the labor 
charges in the service departments is the same as in the producing departments. 
A clock is used for registering the coming and going of the men. The labor tickets 
are issued to the men by the timekeepers, giving the order number and a brief 
description of the work, together with the workman's number and name. In 
some places the time spent on the work is registered on the clock and in others 
the timekeeper writes the time slip by hand. At the end of the day or the week, 
as desired, these slips are sent to the Cost Department, from which the pay-
roll is issued. Instead of making an analysis of the payroll as in the case of 
the producing departments, the labor and departmental expense is distributed 
into the various departments ordering the work if for repairs and tools, and 
to the plant accounts if for buildings or machinery. The departmental expense 
is determined by exactly the same method as in the producing departments, 
and is added to the charges to the various departments, and to the machinery 
and building accounts for additions to the plant. The voucher used for dis-
tributing the labor and departmental expense of the service departments is 
expected to dispose entirely of the charges to these departments, but it is some-
times desirable for convenience in closing the books for the month, to use an 
approximate percentage for departmental expense rather than the actual, and 
there is sometimes a small difference between the amount credited to the ser-
vice departments and the amounts charged. 
This is absorbed by the factory overhead expense and is the item known 
as balance of transfer accounts. The transfer voucher is shown as form No. 26. 
The following is an example of the treatment of service department accounts 
in the ledger. The debit accounts consist of two for each department. The 
credit account is a separate account into which the debit accounts are closed 
at the end of the month or year as desired. 
Debit 
Machine Shop Labor 
(from payroll) 
Machine Shop Expense 
(from stores and other 
service departments) 
Credit 
Machine Shop Transfer 
(Charges are made to depart-
mental expense or plant ac-
counts and balance machine 
shop labor and machine shop 
expense) 
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STORES DEPARTMENT 
One of the first things that should receive attention when starting a cost 
system is a stores department for the control of supplies. The stores depart-
ment is the source from which most of the charges to departmental expense 
accounts are obtained and it is really the foundation of any cost system. For 
this reason it should receive immediate attention, otherwise the results obtained 
by the cost system will be unsatisfactory. Supplies should be received at the 
stores and the quantity and quality checked. They should be given out only 
on a requisition, form 27, issued by the foreman. The storekeeper should 
keep a stock ledger, form 28, with an account for each article, showing the 
receipts, disbursements, and the balance on hand. The account should also 
show, when possible, the maximum quantity allowed and the minimum below 
which the stock must not be allowed to fall. When the minimum is reached, 
the storekeeper should send a requisition, form 29, to the Purchasing Depart-
ment for what is required, and a note to that effect should be made on the 
stock ledger. When a requisition for supplies is sent to the stores by the foreman, 
the storekeeper should deliver the material, mark the unit price on the requisi-
tion and send it to the Cost Department. These requisitions should be sent 
to the Cost Department every day or week, as desired. Here the cost is dis-
tributed to the departments using the supplies. If the requisition calls for new 
machinery or building additions, the costs are charged to the proper accounts, 
entered on the construction orders, and credited at the end of the month to the 
stores. Material drawn from the stores but not used should be returned and 
credited to the department or order for which it was drawn. (Form 30.) 
The accounts for the Stores Department are called 
Stores (supplies bought) 
Stores Expense (from stores and other service departments) 
Stores Labor (from payroll) 
* 
Into the stores account are charged the supplies as they are bought. Into 
stores expense and stores labor are charged the expense and labor of operating 
the stores department. At the end of each month stores expense and stores labor 
are charged to stores and the cost distributed on a percentage basis over the value 
of supplies disbursed during the month so that each department bears its share 
of the handling charges. The total cost of supplies given out plus the cost of 
handling being credited to the stores, leaves a balance in that account which 
represents the purchase price of goods remaining in the stores. The form used is 
No. 26. 
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PRODUCTION AND REJECTIONS 
In order to make a monthly loss and gain statement, a perpetual inventory 
is required to show the change in inventory value of goods in process and in stock. 
There are two ways of determining this, but a perpetual inventory is necessary 
in either event. Perhaps the simplest way is to keep a record of the wheels mixed 
or moulded, and of the wheels that are burned. It is also necessary to keep a 
record of the rejections of green wheels. The mixing room record would include 
all of the wheels mixed, as no wheels are rejected in the mixing room. From the 
list value of the wheels mixed would be deducted the wheels damaged in the dry 
rooms, shaving department, and in setting the kilns, leaving a balance that would 
represent good wheels which are to be added to the inventory. A record of kiln 
production would be a record of the good wheels taken out of the kilns. A per-
petual inventory of green wheels would start with the value of wheels on hand at 
list at the first of each month, to which would be added the value at list of the 
wheels mixed during the month, from which would be deducted the value at list 
burned during the month, the balance remaining being the value at list of the 
wheels on hand in dry rooms and kilns at the end of the month. The inventory 
value to be used in the loss and gain statement is a percentage of the difference 
between the value on hand at the end of the month, and the value on hand at the 
beginning of the month, which represents the change in inventory value at cost 
of green wheels. It is a charge or credit depending upon whether the stock has 
been reduced or increased. 
To get the value of burned wheels, the inventory must start with the list 
value of all burned wheels, both in the stock room and factory, which are on hand 
at the beginning of the month. To this is added the list value of all wheels burned 
during the month, and from this total is deducted the list value shipped, the 
balance being the value on hand at the end of the month. A percentage, repre-
senting the cost of burned wheels, is then applied to the increase or decrease in the 
inventory at list, and the result treated in the same manner as that for green 
wheels mentioned on page 46. When using the foregoing method it must be 
assumed that all green wheels cost the same whether mixed, shaved or in the kilns, 
and that all burned wheels are finished. (Form 31.) 
Another way to obtain the change in inventory value is to start with the 
balance of the wheels mixed and burned, and otherwise produced, which were on 
hand the first of the month, and value them at average cost percentages on list. 
This will represent their cost at various stages of completion and is shown by 
form No. 32. A part of this same form is devoted to the current manufacturing 
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Form 33—Size 11" x 8" 
costs as well as the overhead expenses. These records showing cost percentage 
on list value by operations or departments compiled monthly, can be compared 
with former records and the fluctuations in cost noted. This is an important 
feature during times when costs are rapidly changing. This question of monthly 
cost percentages is treated to a greater extent in the chapter on " Cost Percentages 
of List Value." 
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Form 34—Size 11" x 8" 
Although reports of production and rejections necessary for the loss and gain 
statement only have been mentioned, it is desirable that they should be kept in 
every department. They are necessary if the second method of determining the 
fluctuation in inventory is used. These reports are valuable because they form 
the basis of statements that give a very good idea of the efficiency of the depart-
ment. The figures showing the value of production, the total amount paid for 
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Form 35—Size 11" x 8" 
direct labor, the amount paid for indirect labor and other departmental expenses, 
and the list value rejected can be shown in graphical form, as illustrated in forms 
No. 33-34-35-36. They can also be given in tabulated form, showing the per-
centages of the various items of cost in the particular department represented. 
These charts or statements are presented to the Works Manager, and after he has 
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examined them they should go to the foremen for their inspection. Extraordi-
nary expenses, or rejections, should be discussed with the foremen by the Works 
Manager, the result being that the foremen, knowing that the executive has 
knowledge of the results obtained by their departments, show a greater interest in 
their work. It is impossible to show in dollars and cents the value of discussing 
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these matters with the foremen, but without doubt it is large. The rejections 
must be known in order to allow the proper percentage for rejections on the cost 
sheet, form No. 19. On this particular form, provision is made only for the value 
of the material and the labor for the good wheels. It is, therefore, necessary under 
ordinary circumstances to add the average percentage to labor for rejections in 
order to cover the labor lost on wheels started in process but rejected before they 
were finished. Forms No. 37 and 38 show different types of production reports. 
Form No. 39 is for rejected wheels. 
In addition to these reports of rejections, a report should be kept in the 
finishing room of wheels cut down from a larger size to a smaller, or wheels in 
which the arbor hole has been enlarged from the ordinary size, providing the size 
of hole affects the list value. Both of these operations reduce the list value of the 
goods shipped, and where there is any loss in list value, the amount must be kept 
track of, and will have to be deducted from the value of wheels in stock in the 
perpetual inventory. The form to be used for loss in cutting down is shown as 
No. 40. 
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DEPRECIATION 
Depreciation is an item which is often overlooked by manufacturers as a 
factor in cost of the product, but nevertheless, it is very important, and it is 
advisable to charge against profits each month a liberal amount for depreciation. 
The rates recommended are as follows: 
Per annum Buildings 4% 
Electric Light Wiring 10% 
Machinery 10% 
Office Furniture and Fixtures 10% 
Piping 10% 
Hangers, shafting and pulleys 10% 
It is recommended that a reserve for depreciation for each plant account be 
set up in the ledger so that the plant accounts may be allowed to remain in the 
ledger at the full purchase price. The form of entry at the end of the month 
would be 
Charge Depreciation 
Credit Reserve for Depreciation on Buildings 
These rates are probably higher than the government will allow, but as the 
government is not liberal on depreciation allowances, it is better to use higher 
rates in the monthly loss and gain statements. The government rates can be 
substituted when making the income tax returns for the year. A form similar to 
No. 41 can be used for keeping a record of depreciation charges. 
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INVENTORY OF RAW MATERIALS 
Suitable accounts should be opened in the ledger representing the various 
raw materials and supplies such as 
Abrasive Grain 
Bonding and Bushing Materials 
Fuel 
Stores Supplies 
Crude Ore 
With the exception of abrasive grain and stores supplies a physical inventory 
of the materials listed should be taken once a year if possible, preferably when 
the supply is low and a satisfactory survey can be made by an engineer. If 
this can be done more frequently, so much the better, because the oftener 
such adjustments as are necessary are made in the materials accounts, the nearer 
correct they will be. Abrasive grain should be inventoried at the end of each 
month and stores supplies at the end of each fiscal year. 
A record should be kept of the quantities of each of these materials used 
and at the end of the month the proper operating accounts charged and the 
inventory accounts credited. This method furnishes the proper material charges 
for the monthly loss and gain statement, and the balances shown in the inven-
tory accounts are used in the monthly balance sheet. Before taking the monthly 
trial balance it is advisable to make a superficial examination of the quantities 
of supplies on hand in order to make sure that they practically agree with the 
value shown by the ledger. 
COST PERCENTAGE OF LIST VALUE OR OPERATING COST RATIO 
This is the percentage of material, labor, departmental expense, factory 
general expense, administrative and selling expense to the list value of product. 
It is used for determining the cost value of the change at list of green and burned 
wheels for the monthly loss and gain statement. It also shows what class of 
expense is responsible, providing there is a change in the total operating ratio. 
Form No. 42 shows how this is determined. 
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DIRECTORY OF ACCOUNTS 
It is advisable to have a directory showing the accounts on the ledger as 
well as a description of the items chargeable to them. This is illustrated by 
forms Nos. 43 and 44. Form No. 43 shows the index, and form No. 44 the 
number and title of the account, and the articles chargeable to it. 
It is used in the bookkeepers' office, in the service and stores departments 
and by any one who is required to determine to what account a charge should 
be made. It insures that charges will always be made to the proper account. 
CRUSHING MILL 
The crushing mill furnishes raw material for wheel manufacture and it is 
therefore convenient to consider the crushing mill as a separate department or 
operation. This should be treated in the same manner as the service depart-
ments. The accounts for the Crushing Mill should be Crushing Mill Labor 
and Crushing Mill Expense. An account called Crushing Mill Transfer should 
also be opened, and Crushing Mill Labor and Expense accounts closed into 
the Transfer account at the end of the year. 
The Transfer account is expected to balance the labor and expense accounts, 
but if an, arbitrary departmental expense percentage is used and labor and 
expense are transferred to the grain in process account, there may be a slight 
balance at the end of the year. This balance should be included with the factory 
general expenses. 
The credit to the transfer account represents the cost of the product made 
in the crushing mill for the month, and is chargeable to the Grain in Process 
account. A record should be kept of the ore crushed and at the end of the 
month it should be charged to the Grain in Process account and credited to the 
Ore account. A record of the grain produced must also be kept, and at the 
end of the month an inventory of the grain in process taken. This cannot be 
an accurate physical inventory, but should be a reliable estimate of the grain 
in process. This inventory is credited to the cost of the grain in process, the 
balance representing the cost of finished grain. The cost of finished grain is 
charged to the Grain account and credited to the Grain in Process account. 
The inventory of goods in process appears as an asset on the balance sheet, 
and is the amount with which the cost record starts a new month. 
Labor for reclaiming shavings delivered by the Shaving Room to the 
Crushing Mill, together with the departmental expense applying thereto, is 
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chargeable to the Grain Used account, because the wheel manufacturing depart-
ments are responsible for the cost of this work. The reclaimed shavings are 
charged to Grain Account and credited to Grain Used account. 
Labor and departmental expense items for manufacturing grain and reclaim-
ing shavings are gathered in the same manner as in the wheel manufacturing 
departments. 
FURNACE PLANT 
The furnace plant furnishes raw material for the crushing mill to work 
on and it is desirable to consider it as a separate department or operation. Labor 
and departmental expense accounts, representing the operating expenses of the 
furnace plants, should be set up in the ledger, also accounts representing the 
raw materials used. A record must be kept of good ore produced, and at the 
end of the month it is desirable to transfer the cost represented by the operating 
accounts, such as labor and departmental expense, as well as the raw materials 
used, to the Ore account, and credit the furnace plant transfer account. The 
Ore account represents the raw material used by the Crushing Mill. This 
transfer account will offset all of the operating expenses, and will leave only 
the plant accounts, such as buildings, machinery, etc., and the inventory value 
of raw materials unused open on the books. These items will appear on the 
monthly balance sheet. The labor and departmental expense items are gathered 
in the same manner as in the wheel manufacturing departments. 
LOSS AND GAIN STATEMENT 
There is not much to be said about the Loss and Gain statement. Any 
accountant will immediately recognize it as the type of statement generally 
used. It is made monthly and in condensed form as indicated by form No. 45. 
It is advisable to have a general ledger and a private ledger. The general 
ledger will contain the detail of the accounts embraced by the various classi-
fications in the Loss and Gain statement. The private ledger will have control-
ling accounts, known by the captions given in the Loss and Gain statement, the 
total only of each group of accounts being posted to the controlling account. 
This makes it possible to prepare the Loss and Gain statement very quickly at 
the end of the month. 
This method does not require that the accounts be closed into profit and 
loss at the end of the month. They may be closed monthly or allowed to remain 
open until the end of the year as seems desirable. 
If they are not closed monthly it is only necessary to deduct the balance at 
the beginning of the month from the balance at the end of the month to obtain 
the figures for the Loss and Gain statement. The result is the same as if the 
accounts were closed into profit and loss. 
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Another method requires that the material, labor, departmental expense 
and factory general expense accounts be closed into an account called "Wheels 
in Process" at the end of the month. The cost of wheels shipped is determined 
as shown by form No. 32, and this cost is charged to an account called "Cost 
of Net Sales of Wheels." The deduction of this cost from wheels in process leaves 
the inventory value. The amount shown by the cost of Net Sales account is 
used on the loss and gain statement as shown by form No. 46. 
The administrative and selling expenses are deducted from gross profits, 
leaving a balance which is the profit for the month. 
The administrative and selling expenses and Cost of Net Sales can be closed 
into Profit and Loss account each month, but this is not necessary until the end 
of the year. 
BALANCE SHEET 
The balance sheet is well known by accountants and it is not necessary to 
describe it further than to say that it is a statement of the assets and liabilities 
as they stand at the end of each month. 
Form No. 47 shows a condensed form. Form No. 48 shows a form on which 
more detail is given. 
DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS 
Sometimes it is desirable to show what has been done with the earnings, 
whether they have been paid out in dividends, invested in plant, and so forth. 
Form No. 49 shows how this information can be obtained easily. 
CONCLUSION 
In making the recommendations contained in this report we have assumed 
that the grinding wheel manufacturers desire to make a fair profit. With this 
in view, we have recommended that belting, moulds, templets, flanges, gauges, 
etc., be charged to the manufacturing accounts rather than to the asset ac-
counts. They are very poor assets and seldom would bring more than scrap 
prices in the open market. We have also recommended that repairs to plant 
and machinery be charged to the operating expense accounts, and that a liberal 
amount be set aside for depreciation. To some of you it may seem that this 
method is too conservative, but it must be remembered that these expenses do 
actually exist. It is much better to allow liberal amounts for items of this 
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nature and make sure that the cost is conservative, than it is to ignore some 
of them and find later on that the profit shown by the books is not real profit, 
but that it is subject to reduction through lack of conservatism with relation to 
expenses, the character of which have been mentioned above. It must also be 
remembered that no amount of figuring can reduce the cost of an article. The 
cost remains the same whether the figures show it to be less than it actually is 
or not. Therefore it behooves the manufacturer to include in the cost all known, 
as well as contingent expenses. One point should be clearly understood in 
striving for a right system in any plant, and that is that it takes time to develop 
it to meet the particular conditions; to get it in right running order; and es-
pecially to get it on an economical basis. One year at least is required to put in 
a complete system from a clerical standpoint. It should not be understood 
that results cannot be obtained in less than a year, but it takes at least that 
time to get the work well established and operating properly. The system is 
of most value only when it is running smoothly and can give the manufacturer 
comparable figures. 
The system outlined in the preceding pages will readily show monthly: 
1. A payroll analysis which compares direct with indirect labor. 
2. A statement of departmental expenses with the percentage of direct 
labor. 
3. A statement of factory general expenses with the percentage of direct 
labor. 
4. A statement of administrative and selling expenses with the percentage 
of total manufacturing cost. 
5. Cost of goods manufactured as desired. 
6. Record of goods produced and the percentage of rejections. 
7. Statement of production and departmental cost for works manager 
and foremen. 
8. Cost percentage of list value, or operating cost ratio. 
9. Perpetual inventory of product on hand and in process, supplies and 
raw material. 
10. Crushing Mill Costs. 
11. Furnace Plant Costs. 
12. Loss and Gain Statement. 
13. Balance Sheet. 
14. Distribution of Earnings. 69 
